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Fairness, balance and bias

Whose truth do you trust?

But do you really know?
“It all started with a cup of sugar and a sneeze.” 

- Alexander T. Wolf
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Fatal sneezes and 

temper tantrums

Seriously, can we handle the truth? Three questions today

 How do we know if a news report is fair?

 How do we know if a news outlet is biased?

 What’s the difference between news media 

bias and audience bias?
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Last week’s Quick Quiz

1. Photo captions and credits help you determine verification and 

accountability. 

2. Photos provide direct evidence (verification) and emotional 

content, and they powerfully attract eyeballs.

 “Why would you take the blood out of a picture? It's almost 

falsifying what actually happened."                    - Ryan Noonan

 “Can cartoons be considered biased or too crude, or do they have 

creative license?”                                                -- Rebekah Sherry

 “Shouldn't it be mandatory to write if a photo has been 

enhanced or altered?                                     -- Nicollette Durchhalter

 “How often do newspapers, magazines, etc. try to pass off a 

picture as real?”                                                            − Jake Acito



Your questions and comments … 

“My Life As…”
Foreign correspondent

Roxana Saberi, Al Jazeera America

Monday, Oct. 20
8 p.m. SAC Auditorium

Doors open 7:45
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Three questions today

 How do we know if a news report is fair?

 How do we know if a news outlet is biased?

 What’s the difference between news media 

bias and audience bias?

What is

FAIRNESS?

86 %

45%
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Watch Fox News rarely

Watch Fox News once a week                 45%

Watch Fox News almost daily        60%

PERCENTAGE 

WHO AGREE

 74% say news organizations tend to favor one 

side in dealing with political and social issues

 50% believe the media has a liberal slant

 22% believe the media has a conservative slant

2009 SURVEY: PRESS ACCURACY RATING HITS TWO DECADE LOW

“Most news outlets exhibit bias”

32%

51%

15%

2% 0%

AGREE

STONGLY AGREE

DISAGREE

SOURCE: 2014 NEWS LITERACY REALITY CHECK SURVEY

83% either agreed or strongly agreed.

No respondents strongly disagreed.
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Media bias?

Audience bias?
Who do you trust? 
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What’s the difference between 

fairness and balance?

Can providing balance be unfair?

The massacres in Bosnia

Amanpour Moral Equivalency.wmv
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OliverClimateCrowd.mp4

Should Holocaust deniers get equal time?

Can providing balance be unfair?
“Think twice”

A silent minute

to absorb 

the material
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Fair language

 “Right-to-Life” vs. “Anti-Abortion”

 “Ruthless” vs. “Tough”

 “Admitted” vs. “Said”

 “Gay marriage” vs. “Marriage equality”

 “Pro-Choice” vs. “Abortion rights advocate”

Fair language?

34
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busted.wmv
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How to spot bias

 Look for evidence of a pattern of 

unfairness over time

 Compare a variety of news outlets,  

especially when searching for bias

by omission

 Take note of the self-interest of those 

alleging bias

The news 
media is 
biased

TV reporters follow 
the lead of the talk 
show hosts on their 

network

Editorials determine the angle 
taken by print reporters
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Opinion journalism or media bias?
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Pivot Point

Every other row

pivots to the row behind

to discuss in groups of four

Bias in the news

A pattern of unfairness?

Bias in the news? Bias in the news?

“It’s astounding the White House cannot 

distinguish between news and opinion 

programming,” Fox’s Clemente said. “It 

seems self-serving on their part.”
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Codered.wmv

Perception

is flawed.

Memory

is unreliable.
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Dissonance causes anxiety, stress, 

even actual pain.  

The human brain does things to 

avoid dissonance.

Your brain cares more about 

harmony than truth.

SELECTIVE DISTORTION AND RETENTION

Coping with

cognitive dissonance
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Coping with

cognitive dissonance

SOURCE AMNESIA

Coping with

cognitive dissonance

CONFIRMATION BIAS

This is your brain …
FACTS

EVIDENCE

DATA on cognitive 

dissonance
FACTS

EVIDENCE
DATA

This is your brain . . .
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hus endeth the Lesson…

The stronger the emotion,
the harder it is to accept 

a different viewpoint:

• Politics

• Race and Gender

• Social Issues

• Religion


